DID YOU KNOW...

a Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) is the one action you can take that will not only ensure your customer receives a bus that is in top mechanical and operational condition, but also will lead to an increase in your customer’s satisfaction?

Studies across multiple industries have shown the value of a PDI to the end customer. Who is best positioned to perform that PDI? **FOREST RIVER BUS**

**FOREST RIVER BUS...**

currently performs over 200 Pre-Delivery Inspections per month with the capacity for much more. Why do so many dealers select Forest River Bus to perform their PDI’s?

- **Experienced and knowledgeable personnel:** Who better to perform a PDI than the people who built the bus
- **Extensive 24-point checklist:** We check everything from fluid levels to wheelchair lift operation
- **Expedited Delivery:** Time is of the essence with all bus deliveries
- **Dealer Cost Savings:** Frees up the Dealership Service Department for more profitable repair work
- **Simplicity:** Just select the PDI option on the Sales Order, no need to contact outside inspectors

For more information on Forest River Bus’s Pre-Delivery Inspection service, please contact Don Hasty at 800.348.7440, ext. 52168